3* Obtaining invariant disks* In this section we use the concept of an ε-sequential growth to enable us to obtain E 2 as the union of an increasing tower of invariant disks for any a.p. homeomorphism of the plane onto itself. LEMMA 3.1. Let X be a compact metric space and let {f n } be an equicontinuous collection of functions on X. Then for each ε > 0, there is a δ > 0 such that diam (/ Λ (δ-set)) < e, for all ne I.
Proof. Let ε > 0. For each xeX, there exists 7 > 0 such that diam (/ Λ (7-nbd of x)) < ε for all nel, since {/J is equicontinuous. Choose such a neighborhood for each xe X. This forms a cover of X and therefore some finite subcollection covers X. Let δ be a Lebesgue number for this subcover. Then diam (/»(δ-set)) < ε for all nel. LEMMA 
Let h be a homeomorphism of S 2 onto itself such that h(p) = p where p is the north pole of £ 2 , and let X be a locally connected continuum in S 2 , containing p, such that h(X) = X. Let ε -diam S
2 , and by uniform continuity of h, let § > 0 such that diam (fe(δ-set)) < ε/2. Then if diam X < δ and U is the component of S 2 -X containing the south pole, we have h{U) = U.
Proof. We first show that each component of S 2 -X must go onto some component of S 2 -X. Let V be a component of S 2 -X, and suppose there exist points x and y e V such that h (x) Proof Let ε > 0. We must show that there exists a relatively dense subset A of I such that d (x, g n (x)) < s for all x £ S 2 and all n 6 A. Now we know there exists a relatively dense subset A of I such that d{x, h n (x)) < ε for all x e E 2 and all ne A. Also, it follows from pg. 20 of [1] Proof. Let Ύ be the diameter of S 2 . Then there exists 3 > 0 such that diam (fc(δ-set)) < 7/2, by uniform continuity of h. Let 0 < ε < min {η, 8, 7}, and let {εj be a decreasing sequence of positive numbers such that Σ e i < ε ^ V-We will obtain E as an ε-sequential growth of the set {p}.
Let Di = {p}. The set {h n } neI is equicontinuous [4, pg. 341] , and βi > 0. Thus by Lemma 3.1, there exists δ 1 > 0 such that diam (/^(<5 Γ set)) < ε 1 for all %eJ. Let ^ = {Z7 n ) be a cover of A by an open connected set of S 2 such that μ(^Ί) < min {δ u εj. Then A is invariant. We show that A is an ε 2 -growth of A We prove parts (i) and (ii) of the definitions of ε-growth.
Proof of (i). Let xeD 3~D2 .
Then xeh n (U 2>i ) for some pair n, i. But h n (U 2>i ) is connected, meets D 2 , and has diameter < ε 2 . only. But these are all limit points of E'. This is a contradiction, and it follows that E f has no cut points. Thus E f is a locally connected continuum with no cut points, and from Theorem 9 of [11] it follows that the boundary of each of its complementary domains is a simple closed curve. Now one of its complementary domains, say F, contains the open southern hemisphere, and therefore has diameter ^ T, while each of the other complementary domains has diameter less than ε, since diam E f < ε. Thus by Lemma 3.2, F is invariant, and (x) e Bd A to the element A' e J^ with endpoint (ce) in Bd A> in such a way that distance along the segments A and A' are preserved. Thus W is a homeomorphism of A onto itself such that Ψ\D X = φ&ΐ 1 . Now let g = Ψφ 2 . We show that g is the required homeomorphism. Since Ψ = g^ί" 1 on A, ^2 = {ΦiΦ^Φz = £\ on A* SO ^ is an extension of φ λ . Also ^(Bd A) = unit circle. It remains to show that h = flΓVifjr on J5 2 -B x .
Proof of (ii
It is sufficient to show that r 2 = r x on Bd A Now φ^r^ = Ψϊ^iΦz on Bd A, so r 2 = (^i^Γ 1 )" 1^!^!^^1 ) is a conjugate of a rotation. But it follows from [12] that the rotations are characterized by numbers in 1 -1 correspondence with 0 ^ x < 1, and any conjugate f~Wf of a rotation is characterized (even though not necessarily a rotation) by the same number as the number for the rotation r. Thus the characterizing number for a conjugate of r ι is the same as for r x We will show that each r< must be rational. Suppose by way of contradiction that r t is an irrational rotation, for some i (the first such i). Then since r t -Ψi{h\B^)φτ ι and !?<_,. is invariant, φ^Bî s invariant under r« and in fact Bd (φ^B^) is invariant under r t . Let sc be any point in Bd (φjlβ^).
Since r, is an invariant rotation 0(#) under r< will contain the circle C x of radius \x\. Thus C β £ 9 έ (Bd (J?i_i)). But <p*(Bd (B^)) is a simple closed curve, and it follows that C x = φ t (βά (J?Ϊ_I)). By Lemma 4.1, we may assume that φ^B^ = radius (i -1) disk, and by Lemma 4.2, we may assume that φ^Bt-i -Ψ%-u (that is φ t is an extension of φ t _d and further that r t -n -j. Thus since r 4 is the first irrational rotation, i = 1.
Clearly this process may be continued inductively, obtaining r* = r<_i, for all i. But then h would be the conjugate of an irrational rotation on E 2 . However, such a rotation is not a.p. since d (x, h n (x)) -^ oo as x -> oo (for fixed ri). This is a contradiction. It follows that each r t is a rational rotation. Now since each r< is a rational rotation, it is of finite order, say n t . But since h\B t is a conjugate of a periodic homeomorphism of order n t on the disk A, each point of B t (except the "center") has the same order, namely n t . Thus each point of 2?,^ has order n t under h\Bi and therefore under Λi-Bi-i We may backtrack inductively until i = 2, so that each of {fe | β x , fe | B 2J , h \ BJ makes each point of Bi (except the "center") a point of order n t ; that is, the orbit consists of n t points. It follows that for any j > i, the points of Bj must all have order % and therefore n 5 = n t . Thus h must be periodic on U -B< = E 2 . But a periodic orientation preserving homeomorphism on E 2 is a conjugate of a rotation on E 2 [8, 2, 14] . Thus h is a conjugate of a rotation.
(ii). A is orientation reversing. Since i?* is invariant, h\B t is a.p. on B t and orientation reversing, and hence a conjugate of a reflection [3] . Thus the fixed point set of h\B t is a "diameter" of B i9 and every other point of B t has order 2 (its orbit consists of 2 points). Thus h\B t is of order 2, also. By induction {h\B lf h\B i9 h\B 3 , ---f h\Bi} are each of order 2. For any j > i, the order of h\B 3 -order of h\B i9 by the same argument. Thus h is of period 2 on UB< = ^2> and also is orientation reversing. It follows that h is a conjugate of a reflection [8, 2] .
REMARK. It is clear that we have also proved that if h is an almost periodic homeomorphism of S 2 onto itself which is orientation preserving, and therefore keeps at least one point fixed [1, pg. 237 The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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